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Abstract: A finite element method is used here to simulate the temperature field, the thermosolutal
convection, the solute segregation, and the non-isothermal phase transformation during the growth
of ZnTe crystal via the temperature gradient solution growth technique (TGSG) with an accelerated
crucible rotation technique (ACRT). Three different trapezoid-wave ACRT sequences are proposed,
and their effects are examined from the views of the constitutional supercooling and the mixing
of the solution. The solution in front of the growth interface can be fully mixed only during the
constant rotation stage of the ACRT when there is a clockwise Ekman flow. An inappropriate ACRT
can produce excessively strong clockwise and counterclockwise Ekman flows, and this results in
constitutional supercooling in front of the central part of the growth interface at the beginning of the
stop stage and in front of the peripheral part at the end of the constant rotation stage. By adjusting the
acceleration rate of the ampoule rotation, the appropriate Ekman flows can be obtained to well mix
the solution and avoid the constitutional supercooling. An appropriate ACRT sequence is provided,
which can facilitate the mixing of the solution, avoid constitutional supercooling, and improve the
growth interface morphology.

Keywords: accelerated crucible rotation technique; single crystal growth; growth from high
temperature solutions; computer simulation; mass transfer; semiconducting II-VI materials

1. Introduction

ZnTe single crystal is a promising material for applications in green light emitting diodes (LEDs),
laser diodes (LDs), solar cells, microwave devices, and terahertz devices [1–6].

The works on the ZnTe crystal growth, as conducted by Seki et al. [7], Sato et al. [8], Uen et al. [9],
and Yang et al. [10] showed that the solution method is a promising way to grow ZnTe crystal with
high quality because of its low growth temperature and impurity rejecting effect. Yang et al. [10]
introduced the accelerated crucible rotation technique (ACRT) to the temperature gradient solution
growth (TGSG) method and attained high quality ZnTe crystals. They emphasized the importance of
the ACRT in the mass transfer improvement and final crystalline quality. However, the influencing
mechanism of the ACRT on the transport phenomena during the growth of ZnTe crystal by TGSG is
still not clear.
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The ACRT was first introduced to crystal growth systems by Scheel and Schulz-DuBois [11,12],
and it has been applied to crystal growth of II-VI compound semiconductors. Capper and
coworkers [13–19] conducted a series of theoretical and experimental studies on the application
of the ACRT to the vertical Bridgman growth of HgCdTe crystal. In the simulation experiments
using water or organic liquids, they discussed in details the three important forced convections,
i.e., transient Coutte flow, spiral shearing flow, and Ekman flow, appearing in the tall cylindrical
crucible with the ACRT [13,14,19]. After giving the determinant conditions of the appearance and
stability of the three convections, they provided several important principles to determine ACRT
parameters in any specific Bridgman growth system, which have been shown to be very useful for
crystal growers [16,18,19]. Using the ACRT, Capper et al. improved the composition uniformity,
the grain structure, and the crystalline quality of HgCdTe crystal, while lowering the second phase
precipitate levels [13,15,17–19]. Later, numerical simulation became the main method of theoretical
studies on the ACRT. Yeckel and Derby [20] established a comprehensive finite element model to
simulate the high-pressure vertical Bridgman growth of CdZnTe crystal. They investigated the effects
of the ACRT on heat transfer, melt convection, growth interface shape, and dilute zinc segregation
during the growth. With the finite difference method, Liu et al. [21,22] numerically simulated the
ACRT effects on the transport phenomena and the growth interface during Bridgman growth of
HgCdTe and CdZnTe crystals, and they found the proper ACRT parameters for their growth systems.
Lan [23] investigated the effects of the ACRT and the angular vibration technique (AVT) on the vertical
Bridgman crystal growth of CdZnTe, and he found that the two techniques generated similar averaged
flow structures and reduced radial segregation. However, AVT seemed more suitable for growth
control. Kawaguchi et al. [24] simulated the growth of CdZnTe by the Vertical Gradient Freezing
(VGF) method, considering both constant and accelerated crucible rotations. Their simulation results
showed that the compositional uniformity was much better with the application of the ACRT. Liu [25]
simulated the effects of ACRT’s forced convection on the Bridgman growth of CdZnTe crystal and
concluded that ACRT with suitable parameters could enhance the heat transfer in the melt and decrease
the radial solute segregation of the crystal. Among all the studies on the ACRT listed here, the basic
theoretical study by Capper et al., which omits the natural convections, can be a general qualitative
guide to determining the ACRT parameters, but is not enough to apply to a specific crystal growth
system. The conclusions obtained by other authors by means of numerical simulation may be true
only for their own growth conditions, but they cannot be directly applied to the growth of ZnTe crystal
by TGSG.

In the present work, we will apply different ACRT sequences to our previous finite element model
about the transport phenomena during the growth of ZnTe by TGSG [26], examine their effects from
the views of the constitutional supercooling and solution mixing, and provide theoretical references
for optimizing ACRT parameters during the growth of ZnTe by TGSG. Some basic concepts and terms
of ACRT related phenomena will be directly used here. More details about them can be found in
references [13,14,19]. The main conclusions in reference [26] may also be directly used in this paper.

2. Modeling Approaches

Zn exists mainly in the form of ZnTe in Te-rich solution, and the Te-rich solution in this model is
taken as a ZnTe-Te binary system [26]. Therefore, the mole fraction of ZnTe is used as the concentration
of the solute. We consider the growth of a ZnTe ingot 30 mm in diameter in a vertical gradient freezing
system. Figure 1a shows the quartz ampoule and the charge before growth. Mole fractions of Zn
and Te in the initial solution are 0.3 and 0.7, respectively. Figure 1b shows the schematic diagram of
the ambient temperature profile along the outer wall of the ampoule, with a temperature gradient of
30 K/cm, which will be applied in all the simulations in this paper.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the growth system. (a) The ampoule and the charge. Regions A, C 

and L represent the ampoule, the crystal, and the solution, respectively. The inner diameter, outer 

diameter, and the length of the ampoule are 30 mm, 33 mm, and 60 mm, respectively. (b) The 

temperature boundary condition. zi and Tfp represent the position of the growth interface and the 

growth temperature, respectively.  

The current model is based on our previous finite element model on the growth of ZnTe by 

TGSG [26], which accounts for the heat transfer, the thermosolutal convection, the solute 

segregation, and the non-isothermal phase transformation. The control equations here about the heat 

transfer, momentum transfer, and mass transfer are all the same as those in the previous model, with 

the same boundary conditions. However, as the ACRT is applied which makes the ampoule rotate 

about its center line, the no-slip condition of the velocity at the ampoule wall and the growth 

interface in reference [26] should be replaced by 

v = Ωreθ (1) 

where Ω is the rotation rate of the ampoule and eθ is a unit vector in the azimuthal direction. Note 

that v in the current model consists of axial, radial and azimuthal components, which is different 

from the previous model.  

All the control equations and the boundary conditions are solved by a finite element-based 

code, Cats2D [27]. We first calculate a steady state solution about the temperature and flow fields 

with a static temperature profile. Then, a transient simulation without the ACRT is started based on 

the steady state solution until the growth time reaches to 20 h, with a time step of 1440 s. When the 

ACRT is applied, the flow and the concentration fields change so frequently that the time step has to 

be as small as 1.44 s.  

3. Results and Discussion 

We will use the distributions of the stream function Ψ (mm3/s) and the mole fraction C of ZnTe 

to represent the flow and concentration fields in the solution, respectively.  

3.1. Computational Strategy 

Figure 2 shows the flow and concentration fields in the solution when the growth reaches to  

t = 20 h without the ACRT. There is a clockwise vortex in the top part of the solution, nearly no 

vortex in the middle part, and a counterclockwise vortex in the bottom. Correspondingly, the 

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the growth system. (a) The ampoule and the charge. Regions A, C and
L represent the ampoule, the crystal, and the solution, respectively. The inner diameter, outer diameter,
and the length of the ampoule are 30 mm, 33 mm, and 60 mm, respectively; (b) The temperature
boundary condition. zi and Tfp represent the position of the growth interface and the growth
temperature, respectively.

The current model is based on our previous finite element model on the growth of ZnTe by
TGSG [26], which accounts for the heat transfer, the thermosolutal convection, the solute segregation,
and the non-isothermal phase transformation. The control equations here about the heat transfer,
momentum transfer, and mass transfer are all the same as those in the previous model, with the
same boundary conditions. However, as the ACRT is applied which makes the ampoule rotate about
its center line, the no-slip condition of the velocity at the ampoule wall and the growth interface in
reference [26] should be replaced by

v = Ωreθ (1)

where Ω is the rotation rate of the ampoule and eθ is a unit vector in the azimuthal direction. Note that
v in the current model consists of axial, radial and azimuthal components, which is different from the
previous model.

All the control equations and the boundary conditions are solved by a finite element-based code,
Cats2D [27]. We first calculate a steady state solution about the temperature and flow fields with
a static temperature profile. Then, a transient simulation without the ACRT is started based on the
steady state solution until the growth time reaches to 20 h, with a time step of 1440 s. When the ACRT
is applied, the flow and the concentration fields change so frequently that the time step has to be as
small as 1.44 s.

3. Results and Discussion

We will use the distributions of the stream function Ψ (mm3/s) and the mole fraction C of ZnTe to
represent the flow and concentration fields in the solution, respectively.

3.1. Computational Strategy

Figure 2 shows the flow and concentration fields in the solution when the growth reaches to
t = 20 h without the ACRT. There is a clockwise vortex in the top part of the solution, nearly no vortex
in the middle part, and a counterclockwise vortex in the bottom. Correspondingly, the concentration
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field consists of three different regions, i.e., a well mixed region, a diffusion region, and a partly mixed
region. The solution in front of the peripheral part of the growth interface is relatively well mixed,
while the solution in front of the central part is hardly influenced by the convection. The diluted
solution with high density and low saturation temperature accumulates in front of the central part of
the growth interface, making the growth interface differentiate into two distinct parts. The simulation
result at t = 20 h will be taken as the initial state for all the following simulations with the ACRT in
this paper.
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Figure 2. Flow (Ψ (mm3/s)) and concentration (C) fields at t = 20 h without the ACRT. The left side
represents the contours of the stream function in the solution region, where the flow direction is
indicated by the arrows, and the right side represents the concentration field of ZnTe. The positive and
negative values of Ψ represent the counterclockwise and clockwise flows, respectively.

In this model, we employ the trapezoid-wave ACRT sequence, which includes acceleration stage,
constant rotation stage, deceleration stage, and the stop stage in every half period. To determine the
main parameters of the ACRT, i.e., the maximum rotation rate, the constant rotation time, and the
stop time, we first obtained the probable value ranges according to the general theoretical study by
Capper et al. [16,19] on ACRT parameters, applied them to our numerical model on ZnTe growth,
and made necessary modifications to ensure that the solution in front of the growth interface could be
well mixed, and that the run and stop times were comparable to the duration of the Ekman flow.

From t = 20 h on, we started the ACRT with three different ACRT sequences, namely, Sequences 1,
2, and 3, which are all variations of trapezoid-wave ACRT sequence. The first period of each sequence
is shown in Figure 3. Changes of the transport phenomena during the first half of one period are
almost the same as those during the second half, except the spiral shearing flow, which has little effect
on the axial or radial transfer of the solute [19]. Distributions of the convections and the concentration
were very sensitive to the ACRT sequences, and regular periodic changes of the convections and the
concentration could be quickly obtained just half a period after the ACRT began. In the following
analyses, we will focus on the first half of the 5th period of each sequence. To study the periodic
changes of the transport phenomena, we selected five key points in each ACRT sequence and marked
them as A, B, C, D, and E. Hereafter, “result at 5A” will be used to represent the result at Point A of the
5th period; “5B,” “5C,” “5D,” and “5E” will be similarly used. The maximum rotation rate, the duration
of each stage of the sequences, as well as the positions of the five key points are all detailed in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. ACRT sequences. (a) Sequence 1, E is 6 s after D; (b) Sequence 2, D is 18 s after C; (c) Sequence 3,
B is 3 s after the beginning of the constant rotation stage, D is 15 s after C.

3.2. The Flow and Concentration Fields

Figure 4 shows the evolution of the flow and concentration fields during the first half of the 5th
ACRT period when Sequence 1 is applied to the growth system. Results at 5A, the beginning of the
acceleration stage or the end of the stop stage, are shown in Figure 4a. We find that the distributions of
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convections and concentration are similar to those without the ACRT (see Figure 2) except that there are
two counterclockwise vortexes in the top part of the solution. After the acceleration stage, a clockwise
Ekman flow appears between the growth interface and the existing counterclockwise vortex (Figure 4b).
Later, the counterclockwise vortex weakens and moves upwards gradually, while the Ekman flow
strengthens and expands to the whole bottom part of the solution (Figure 4c). The clockwise Ekman
flow can efficiently drive the heavy dilute solution away from the center of the growth interface and
mix the solution in front of the growth interface, although that there is a small amount of dilute solution
accumulating near the corner of the growth interface and the ampoule inner wall (Figure 4c). After the
constant rotation stage, the ampoule decelerates and stops within a very short time (3 s), during which
the previous Ekman flow disappears and a new counterclockwise vortex emerges at the corner of
the growth interface and the ampoule inner wall (Figure 4d). This new counterclockwise vortex is
the mixture of the natural convection and the emerging counterclockwise Ekman flow, which forms
due to the quick deceleration of the ampoule. During the following stop stage, the counterclockwise
vortex occupies a very large region, but still cannot influence the solution at the center of the growth
interface. Therefore, when swept to the center part of the growth interface by the counterclockwise
vortex, the heavy dilute solution will accumulate there (Figure 4e), resulting in a steep concentration
gradient region until the end of the stop stage, identical to the results at 5A (Figure 4a). In summary,
with the application of the ACRT, the rotation of the ampoule accelerates and decelerates periodically
in two opposite directions, the clockwise and counterclockwise Ekman flows appear and disappear
alternately, and the dilute solution accumulates in front of the central part of the growth interface and
then mixes into the bulk solution repeatedly.
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The evolution of the flow and concentration fields during the first half of the 5th ACRT period
with Sequence 2 applied is shown in Figure 5. Results at 5A, 5B, and 5C (Figure 5a–c) are quite similar
to those shown in Figure 4, as the acceleration and constant rotation stages in Sequences 1 and 2 are
the same (Figure 3). As shown in Figure 5c, there is also a narrow region near the corner of the growth
interface and the ampoule inner wall, where a small amount of dilute solution accumulates, identical to
the results shown in Figure 4c. The results at 5D and 5E are 18 s and 54 s after 5C, respectively.
Such a long deceleration stage makes the recovery of the counterclockwise convection in front of the
growth interface much slower than that when Sequence 1 is applied. The accumulation of the dilute
solution at the center of the growth interface is also much slower, which is able to avoid the appearance
of an overly steep concentration gradient. After 5E, the low concentration region at the center of the
growth interface extends gradually, while the concentration gradient keeps decreasing until the end
of the stop stage. Therefore, with Sequence 2, the solution in front of the growth interface can still
be well mixed for quite a while in each ACRT period, and the concentration gradient in front the
center of the growth interface will be much lower than that when Sequence 1 is applied, while the
accumulation of the dilute solution near the corner of the growth interface and the ampoule inner wall
is not eliminated.
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With Sequence 3 applied to the growth system, the flow and concentration fields in the solution
during the first half of the 5th ACRT period are shown in Figure 6. The periodic change of the
convections and the concentration is very similar to that in the case of Sequence 2, because both
Sequences 2 and 3 have a sudden acceleration stage and a very long deceleration stage. However,
in the case of Sequence 3 with a low maximum rotation rate of 6 rpm, the clockwise Ekman flow is
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much smaller and weaker (Figure 6c) and is able to avoid the quick accumulation of the dilute solution
near the corner of the growth interface and the ampoule inner wall, so that the concentration gradient
in this region will not be too high. Therefore, with Sequence 3 applied, the concentration gradient
in front of both the central and the peripheral parts of the growth interface should be much lower,
which will be analyzed in the following section.Crystals 2017, 7, 82  8 of 12 
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3.3. Analysis on the Constitutional Supercooling

We selected two representative positions on the growth interface, Points O (the center of the
growth interface) and P (3 mm from the growth interface edge), to analyze the constitutional
supercooling, because very severe (if not the severest) constitutional supercooling usually occurs
near Point O at the beginning of the stop stage and near Point P at the end of the constant rotation stage.
Obviously, constitutional supercooling occurs whenever the saturation temperature of the solution is
higher than the actual temperature.

For Point O, we plot the actual and saturation temperatures of the solution along the ampoule
centerline at 5E, with the application of the above three ACRT sequences (Figure 7a–c). The temperature
gradients in front of Point O in the three cases are all about 10.0 K/cm. According to Figure 7a,
the saturation temperature exceeds the actual temperature within a 0.1 cm wide region in front of
Point O at 5E with Sequence 1 applied, indicating that obvious constitutional supercooling occurs,
because the accumulation of the dilute solution is so fast that a very steep concentration gradient
forms in front of Point O at 5E (Figure 4e). However, in the cases of Sequences 2 and 3 (Figure 7b,c),
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constitutional supercooling in front of Point O at 5E is almost avoided. During the long deceleration
stage in the case of Sequence 2 or Sequence 3, developments of the counterclockwise convection and the
low concentration region are so slow that no steep concentration gradient forms in front of the growth
interface (Figures 5e and 6e), and constitutional supercooling can be avoided. Therefore, a relatively
long deceleration stage in the ACRT can reduce the probability of the constitutional supercooling in
front of the central part of the growth interface.
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Figure 7. The actual (the blue solid curves) and the saturation (the red dashed curves) temperatures of
the solution in front of Points O and P on the growth interface. Results for the solution in front of Point
O at 5E of ACRT Sequences 1, 2, and 3 are shown in (a), (b), and (c), respectively. Results for the solution
in front of Point P at 5C of ACRT Sequences 1, 2, and 3 are shown in (d), (e), and (f), respectively.

For Point P, we plot the actual and the saturation temperatures of the solution along a plumb line
(not vertical to the growth interface) at 5C for the three cases (Figure 7d–f). The temperature gradients
in front of Point P in the three cases are all about 11.5 K/cm. Constitutional supercooling almost
occurs in the cases of Sequences 1 and 2 (Figure 7d,e), but is well avoided in the case of Sequence 3
(Figure 7f). We know that the clockwise Ekman flow in the case of Sequence 3 is obviously weaker
than that in the case of Sequence 1 or Sequence 2. In the case of Sequence 3, the accumulation of dilute
solution in front of Point P is so slow that there is no steep concentration gradient or constitutional
supercooling (Figure 6c). Thus, in the current growth system, a low maximum rotation combined with
a long deceleration stage can help avoid the constitutional supercooling in front of both the central
and the peripheral parts of the growth interface.

3.4. Effects of ACRT on the Growth Interface Morphology

When the ACRT is applied, the change of the growth interface morphology is much slower than
that of the transport phenomena. We continue the simulations in Section 3.2 until the growth reaches
the end of an ACRT period that is immediately after t = 26.2 h (note that the rotation starts from
t = 20 h), and plot the growth interfaces in Figure 8. For comparison, the growth interface at t = 26.2 h
without the ACRT is also plotted. It is clearly seen that the growth interface with the ACRT no longer
differentiates into two distinct parts, as the growth interface does without the ACRT, indicating that all
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the three ACRT sequences can mix the solution in front of the growth interface very well. In addition,
the growth interfaces in the three cases with the ACRT are almost the same as one another, indicating
that a maximum rotation of 6 rpm seems sufficient to thoroughly mix the bottom part of the solution.
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Figure 8. The growth interface morphology at about t = 26.2 h in the cases of no ACRT and of
Sequences 1, 2, and 3.

4. Conclusions

In the numerical simulation about the growth of ZnTe crystal by the temperature gradient solution
growth technique, we applied three different trapezoid-wave ACRT sequences to the growth system
and examined their effects from the views of the constitutional supercooling and the mixing of the
solution. The conclusions are as follows.

With the application of the trapezoid-wave ACRT sequence, the rotation of the ampoule accelerates
and decelerates periodically in two opposite directions, the clockwise and counterclockwise Ekman
flows appear and disappear alternately, and the dilute solution accumulates in front of the central part
of the growth interface and then mixes into the bulk solution repeatedly. The solution in front of the
growth interface can be well mixed only during the constant rotation stage when the clockwise Ekman
flow exists. During the stop stage, however, a large amount of a dilute solution will accumulate in
front of the center of the growth interface.

An inappropriate ACRT may result in constitutional supercooling. With the application
of an ACRT that can produce excessively strong clockwise and counterclockwise Ekman flows,
constitutional supercooling will occur in front of the central part of the growth interface at the beginning
of the stop stage, and in front of the peripheral part of the growth interface at the end of the constant
rotation stage. The reason is that the strong convection drives the dilute solution to accumulate so fast
that a high concentration gradient forms close to the growth interface where the temperature gradient
does not change very much, and constitutional supercooling easily occurs.

By adjusting the acceleration of the ampoule rotation, such as lengthening the deceleration stage
or decreasing the maximum rotation, appropriate Ekman flows can be obtained, to well mix the
solution and avoid the constitutional supercooling.
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The ACRT Sequence 3 shown in Figure 3c was proved to be effective in facilitating the mixing
of the solution, avoiding constitutional supercooling and preventing the growth interface from
differentiating into two distinct parts, as the growth interface does without the ACRT.
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